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A collection of desks, cabinets, windows and walls, District ® offers the look and
feel of furniture together with the functional features of systems. Its multi-use
components offer a myriad of planning options for any ofﬁce environment.
Architectural Furniture
District echoes the long, low lines of mid-century modern furniture and, like
the design of that era, achieves a remarkable transparency with layered surfaces
and a reﬁned scale. District reinterprets the modernist blend of sleek, functional
design for the contemporary ofﬁce.
Efﬁcient Use of Space
District maximizes smaller spaces with products that serve multiple functions.
Credenzas and storage support worksurfaces and deﬁne space. Overlapping
planes and under-surface storage make optimal use of vertical as well as
horizontal space.
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worksurface

storage

add-on screen

cushion

task seating

Seamless, Storm White

Case: Seamless, Bronze
Drawers/Doors/Backs:
Flintwood, Blonde Maple

Vanceva, Cool White

Leather, White

Contessa: Tess Mesh,
Light Grey

District has the look and feel of wellcrafted architectural furniture. Multipurpose credenzas support worksurfaces
and reduce the need for panel-based
planning, preserving the distinctive look
of furniture. Layered surfaces and elevated
credenzas lend a distinctive transparency,
while stacking cabinets and shelves create
workstations unique in form and function.
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worksurface

storage

seat cushion

task seating

Flintwood, Blonde
Maple

Case/Shelf: Seamless,
Platinum
Front: Flintwood,
Blonde Maple

Full Wool, Peridot

Contessa: Tess Mesh,
Light Grey

District delivers more out of small spaces.
Multi-tiered workstations with overlapping
surfaces afford a feeling of spaciousness,
and scaled-down versions of traditional
storage make optimal use of volume and
space within a smaller footprint.
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worksurface/storage

panel wall trim/leg

fascia

task seating

lounge seating

Flintwood, Drift Oak

Foundation, Ebony

Panel Fabric Lastrado,
Glassine

Sabrina: Iron Mesh;
Ample, Sunburst

Qui: Heather Felt,
Mustard Seed

The upStage™ bookcase integrated with
District provides shared storage while
enabling a reduction of the footprint.
Shared stackers serve as functional space
division. Inset Glass and Desk-Mounted
Glass Screens provide a clean design
aesthetic and access to natural light.
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worksurface

panel wall trim

fascia

task seating

lounge seating

Flintwood, Truffle Flint

Mica, Platinum

Interior: Panel Fabric
Rationale, Abstract
Exterior: Flintwood,
Truffle Flint

Sabrina: Chainlink Mesh;
Full Wool, Hot Stone

Metropolitan: Merus, Smoke

District serves the needs of traditional
panel systems while maintaining the design
aesthetic of architectural furniture with
features such as elevated wall spans up to
96 inches wide. Frost glass windows and
screens create privacy while retaining light
access. Full-height windows and fascias
present a refined, monolithic appearance
ideal for corridor applications.
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livello table

storage

task seating

Surface: Seamless,
Very White
Leg: Mica, Platinum
Desk Edge Screen:
Flintwood, Blonde Maple

Case/Shelf: Seamless,
Very White
Front: Flintwood,
Blonde Maple

Contessa: Tess Mesh, Lime
Green; Fundamentals, Verde

Integration of Livello™ height-adjustable
tables with District storage provides multiple
surfaces to support different workstyles and
tasks. The District stacker top can be used
as a standing-height surface or for neighborto-neighbor collaboration. Its low credenza
surface is ideal for secondary reference materials.
The Livello height-adjustable worksurface
allows users to work seated or standing.
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livello table

panel wall trim

fascia

storage

seating

Seamless, Very White

Mica, Platinum

Fascia Laminate, Stainless

Mica, Very White and
Platinum

Sabrina: Basalt Mesh;
Fundamentals, Dove

District freestanding panels greatly
expand planning scenarios and userdirected placement of workstation layouts.
Combined with Livello height-adjustable
tables, product is completely non-tethered
and allows optimal planning flexibility.
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worksurface

panel wall trim

fascia

credenza

seat cushion

Seamless, Storm White

Anodized

Fascia Laminate, Smokey
Walnut Finegrain

Seamless, Latte

SmartLeather, Brown

In design and construction, District
workstations are aligned with sustainable
principles and with LEED® (Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design) guidelines
that stress natural light and air circulation
in commercial interiors.

Windows up to 96 inches wide preserve an
open, light-ﬁlled setting while datum lines
at worksurface height reflect an emphasis on
more transparent workstations for light and
unobstructed views. Elevated panel walls and
credenzas permit a healthy air flow beneath
and between workstations.
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01 layering

02 stacking storage fascia

03 windows

04 organizing trays

05 inset glass

06 district foot

A four-tier work area is created by
layering Desk-Mounted Shelves
for above-worksurface storage with
worksurfaces that provide cubby areas
below, and Low Credenzas that offer
a usable surface above an open shelf.

Stacking Cabinets offer an optional
tackable back panel for added
workstation functionality.

Single- and Double-Glazed Windows
begin at worksurface height or can be
added to Panel Walls at varying heights.
Add-On Windows (shown) provide
continuous glass up to 96 inches wide.

Low Credenzas include optional
organizing trays that ﬁt inside
the drawer to reduce clutter, aid
in organization and optimize use
of space.

The Inset Glass blade is embedded
in the panel to provide a clean
design aesthetic and access to
natural light.

The District foot on credenzas
offers a 3-inch adjustment range.
A level cover maintains a refined
design aesthetic.

07 desk edge screen
with tackboard
Desk Edge Screens mount on- or
off-module to the back or return
edges of a worksurface to provide
privacy. They can be used with a
tackboard for added functionality.

08 angled foot
An angled foot option on storage
units enables stand-alone spine
applications. The foot offers a 3-inch
adjustment range.
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